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Kashima reach Asian Champions q-final
HONG KONG: Kashima Antlers advanced to the
quarter-finals of the Asian Champions League for the
first time in a decade as Go Oiwa’s side knocked
Chinese Super League leaders Shanghai SIPG out of
the continental championship, despite losing 2-1 yes-
terday evening.

The J-League side progress with a 4-3 aggregate
win and join Suwon Bluewings in next week’s draw for
the last eight after the two-time Asian champions hand-
ed fellow South Korean side Ulsan Hyundai a 3-0
defeat yesterday to complete a 3-1 aggregate win.

The pair advance along with China’s Tianjin
Quanjian and two-time winners Jeonbuk Motors, who
booked their places on Tuesday, in the eastern half of
the quarter-final draw, which will be made in Kuala

Lumpur next Wednesday.
Iran’s Esteghlal have also advanced after they saw

off compatriots Zob Ahan to join fellow Tehran-based
club Persepolis in the quarter-finals while Al Duhail
ensured there are two Qatari clubs in the draw after
their 8-3 aggregate win over Al Ain saw them advance
alongside Al Sadd.

Kashima went into yesterday evening’s meeting with
Shanghai holding a 3-1 lead from the first leg but a goal
by Brazilian star Hulk reduced the deficit for SIPG just
seven minutes into the game.

Shoma Doi scored from close range to secure a cru-
cial away goal for Antlers three minutes before the
interval and although Hulk claimed a second from the
penalty spot with nine minutes remaining, Kashima did

enough to progress after failing in the Round of 16 on
four of their last five attempts.

“I’m very sorry that we lost today’s game, but we
have finally made it through to the next round and I’m
very satisfied with that,” said Oiwa. “We played very
well and if we had managed to score a second goal we
would have been in control of the game. It’s a pity we
didn’t, but I’m still satisfied and that we’ve finally man-
aged to go through to the next round.”

Suwon, meanwhile, bounced back from a 1-0 first leg
loss against Ulsan with Kim Gun-hee’s double ensuring
Seo Jung-won’s side claimed a 3-0 win that keeps them
on track for a first continental title since winning the
second of back-to-back Asian Club Championship wins
in 2002.

Al Duhail backed up their first leg 4-2 thrashing of
former champions Al Ain with another comprehensive
win over the 2016 finalists as the club from Doha ham-
mered the United Arab Emirates’ champions 4-1 to
complete an 8-3 aggregate victory.

Youssef Al Arabi scored twice for Djamel Belmadi’s
side as they saw off the 2003 champions, with Ismaeel
Mohamed also on the scoresheet for an Al Duhail side
who took the lead thanks to an own goal from
Mohamed Ahmed.

And Tehran giants Esteghlal secured their place in
the last eight for the first time since 2013 as a hat-trick
from Mame Baba Thiam overturned a 1-0 deficit from
the first leg against Zobahan in an all-Iranian affair to
progress with a 3-2 aggregate win.—Rauters

Tehran giants Esteghlal secure place in the last eight

SHANGHAI: Shanghai SIPG’s Hulk (C) fights for the ball with Kashima Antlers’s Ryota Nagaki (R) during the AFC Champions League round of 16 football match between China’s Shinghai SIPG and Japan’s
Kashima Antlers in Shanghai yesterday. — AFP

LOS ANGELES: Jaylen Brown scored 23
points and the Boston Celtics overcame a
42-point  performance from LeBron
James to beat  Cleveland 107-94 on
Tuesday and take a 2-0 lead in  the
Eastern Conference finals.

Terry Rozier added 18 points, while Al
Horford finished with 15 points and 10
rebounds for the Celtics, who improved to
8-0 this postseason at the Boston Garden. 

“We really lean on him,” said Brown of
Horford. “He has been doing it all year. That
is why they pay him the big bucks.” 

The Celtics, who overcame a double dig-
it deficit, have never blown a 2-0 series lead
in the postseason. Game three is Sunday in
Cleveland.  Brown said they can’t let up in

game three because Cavaliers superstar
James usually raises his game another notch
after a loss.  “We need tremendous focus.
He (James) one of best players of all time.
But if there is anybody I would put my
money on it would be this group,” Brown
said.  The Celtics used a balanced attack as
a half dozen players reached double figures.
Cleveland had 15 turnovers leading to 13
Boston points and the Celtics had just six
turnovers.

James also delivered 12 assists and 10
rebounds, scoring 21 of Cleveland’s 27
points in the first quarter. His 42 points
marked his fifth 40-point game of these
playoffs. James had just 15 points and
missed all five of his three-point attempts in
a game one defeat.

“We have the opportunity go back home
and take home court,” James said.  “They
did what they had to do to protect home
court and now it is our time as well.

“We will see what we are made of on
Saturday.” Tuesday’s game got physical as

the Celtics pulled out all the stops to try
and contain James.

James appeared to strain his neck in a
first-half collision. The Cavaliers sagged in
the second half, where they were
outscored 59-39 by the Celtics.  Cleveland
coach Tyronn Lue said they need to be
more physical and referred to the Boston
players as goons. 

“We got to be tougher mentally and
physically,” Lue said. “They are gooning it
up and we have got to do the same thing.”

Kevin Love finished with 22 points and
15 rebounds for Cleveland.  Kyle Korver
came off the bench to score 11 points but
starters Tristan Thompson, JR Smith and
George Hill combined for just 11 points in
the loss.  “Down the stretch we took some
bad shots,” Lue said. “We didn’t close the
half way we wanted to and they had a big
third quarter.

“In the third quarter we had some mis-
communication on defence and they
scored some easy baskets.” — AFP

Celtics survive 
James’ attack 

BOSTON: LeBron James #23 of the Cleveland Cavaliers dribbles against
Terry Rozier #12 of the Boston Celtics in the first half during Game Two of
the 2018 NBA Eastern Conference Finals at TD Garden on Tuesday. — AFP


